A membrane cofactor protein transgenic mouse model for the study of discordant xenograft rejection.
In recent years, interest has been revived in the possibility of transplanting organs into humans from a phylogenetically disparate species such as the pig (xenotransplantation). Such discordant xenografts, however, are subject to hyperacute rejection (HAR) and activation of host complement plays a major role in this rejection. This problem may be solved through the use of transgenic technology by providing the grafted tissue with molecules that down-regulate the action of host complement. Transgenesis with a yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) was used to produce transgenic mice with the complete genomic gene of the human complement regulator membrane cofactor protein (MCP). Transgenic mice were obtained that exhibit full regulation of MCP as normally observed in humans. Hearts from these mice were shown to be significantly protected from HAR caused by human serum in an in vivo experimental procedure. We conclude that MCP can protect discordant xenografts from HAR caused by human serum and that transgenic mice can be used effectively as in vivo models for the study of the role of human complement regulatory molecules in xenotransplantation.